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The Growth of the Virtues 

I. Introduction 

A. Basic question for today:  How does a person grow in the virtues? Or, how does a 

person develop a virtuous character? 

B. Second question:  What do we even mean when we speak of growing in a virtue? 

1. It is characteristic of virtue that it makes a person act steadily and 

dependably in a good way. The reason for that is that he has a fixed 

internal disposition to act well. This is called a habit. 

2. There are degrees of this habit (virtue). The stronger the habit is, the more 

dependably a person will act well in various circumstances. For example, 

a person might normally not lie; but he will lie to avoid some potential big 

problem. A higher level of virtue would be not to lie at all, even to avoid 

the big problem. This person would be more honest than the other. He 

would be more dependably virtuous. His virtue would be stronger. 

Similarly with facing fear and pain; different people handle different 

levels of fear and pain and so there are different levels of courage. 

3. A virtue grows when it becomes stronger and the person can act reliably 

well in more difficult situations. 

II. Virtues grow by habituation. 

A. Virtues do not grow automatically (like physical growth). Habits are formed by 

repeated actions. Whatever act you do and repeat, the corresponding habit will 

arise and be strengthened.  

B. At first the acts are hard, because they have to be done by force of will alone, 

often against a person’s urges or passions. For example, to develop the habit of 

industriousness, a person will have to do hard things and not put them off, even 

though he feels like just taking it easy. 

C. To make a virtue grow is also hard, because you are doing acts that are slightly 

beyond what the virtue alone is capable of. You have to do these acts deliberately 

and willfully. Growth in the virtues always means stretching yourself; it means 

getting out of your comfort zone. 

III. Helping one’s sons acquire and develop virtues 

A. They need to be helped to do the acts which will develop and strengthen the 

virtues. These acts will always be a little hard for them. That is OK.  

B. As a father, you need to know where your son is in terms of the virtues. You 

might think about making a kind of inventory of each son’s character. What are 

his virtues and what are his vices. Where is growth needed? If you do not think 

explicitly about this, it will be hard to help him do the acts he needs to develop the 

virtues he needs. 

1. You can tell where a person is in terms of the strength (or even lack) of a 

virtue by looking at patterns of behavior. If your son lies readily, he lacks 
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the virtue of honesty. If he lies occasionally to get out of trouble or get 

something he really wants, then the virtue is not as strong as it could or 

should be. Over time you can get a good picture of the virtue. 

2. It would be interesting to actually write down the virtues or lack of virtues 

in each son. Because of the natural inclinations that arise from different 

temperaments, they will not be the same. For example, some kids are 

naturally generous but they will leave a mess behind them, while others 

will do their own work well but not pay attention to the needs of others. 

3. It is necessary to see the lacks of virtue and then see to it that the boy acts 

in a way that will develop the virtue. E.g., if he is cowardly, then he will 

need to face fearful things and not run from them. It may even be 

necessary to put him in situations where he has to face hardships (things 

like camping or hiking). 

C. The best parents are conscious about what character traits they are trying to 

develop in their children. They think about how they are going to do it. For 

example, it may be a question of how much money they are given and what they 

will do to earn money. Or the kinds of household chores they are given. Or having 

a family dinner where they will need to eat with manners and have civil 

conversation. Or family traditions. It often requires creativity on the part of the 

parents to put the children in situation where they will develop the virtues they 

need. 

IV. Habituation requires fortitude on the part of the parents. 

A. Children will resist doing the acts that will develop the virtues they need, at least 

at first. These acts will be hard for them (as was said above). The earlier you start, 

the better (better at 2 than at 10). Like a good coach, you are always pushing them 

just a little farther than what comes easily to them. 

B. Examples 

1. To develop the habit of dealing with others in a generous way (not just 

selfish): have to have them deal with others in a generous way, that is, do 

actions that are generous (share toys, share candy, buy gifts, read to 

younger brothers and sisters, etc. etc.). 

2. To develop the habit of being temperate in eating or in games: you cannot 

allow unfettered indulgence; they need to stop at definite points (e.g., go 

to bed); they need to wait. That is to say, they need to not have what they 

want in order to learn to control their desires and say no to them. 

3. Sometimes this takes some imagination and creativity. For example, there 

is a family that has their kids put things they could enjoy into a little 

drawer, and then they give them out when they go to visit the poor (shut-

ins, nursing homes, etc.) This is a very good lesson in both temperance 

and generosity. 
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C. Habituation requires constant attention on the part of the parents. To the extent 

that children do actions contrary to the virtue they need to strengthen, they will 

actually be weakening it.  

D. It also requires making kids do a number of things they would rather not do or not 

allowing things they want to do. Parents have to face all the complaining of the 

kids. And even attempts by the kids to make them feel guilty. This is not easy. 

When the parents take it easy, the kids do not develop their character well. When 

parents helps their kids develop virtues, they develop their own virtue at the same 

time. 


